2010 toyota corolla ac relay location
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please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter CorollaS Start date
Jul 28, CorollaS New Member Jul 28, Has this happened to anyone before? I want to figure out
whats wrong and see how much it will cost to get it repaired. Or if I can repair it myself then
thats what I would like to do also. Last edited: Jul 28, Donabed Kopoian 6 Speed Master Jul 28,
Test it before replacing it or things are going to get expensive. If there is a voltage cycle, then
the clutch is malfunctioning. If there is no voltage and the relay tested good, you'll have to
check for voltage at the junction box and go from there. Welcome to the Corolla Forum!
CorollaS New Member Aug 10, No I haven't bee able to make any progress at all. I'm at a dead
end right now. I have no clue what's going on with it. Got any ideas? Did you try the
suggestions recommended by Donabed? Yes I did everything was fine. So I take it there is no
cold air coming out of the vents at all? Donabed Kopoian 6 Speed Master Aug 10, CorollaS New
Member Aug 11, That is correct. How many miles are on the car? Donabed Kopoian 6 Speed
Master Aug 12, If you were getting cycling voltage and the compressor clutch wasn't engaging,
then the clutch is bad and needs to be replaced. CorollaS New Member Aug 12, It's been about 4
almost 5 years this november. And this is the first time that I've ever had any problems with it.
Ground is often overlooked. You can't have cycling voltage without ground. Not possible. He
said he has cycling voltage so I'm thinking the clutch crapped itself. Pretty early for that to
happen but it does. Ah, but you can have high resistance in your ground. In which case the
voltage would cycle but when the voltage was applied you would still read a partial voltage on
the ground side of the circuit. You must log in or register to reply here. Honda City helped make
these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of
your Toyota Corolla in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical components such
as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have fuses and if they
suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your Corolla is
experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because they are
relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Toyotas have multiple interior fuse boxes
including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your
Corolla is located. If your Corolla has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc,
the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all
of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in
your Corolla, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse.
If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend
seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if
the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your
Corolla. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the
road. The best way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them, but if you don't have time, a stop leak
product might work for you. Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over the place these
days - see how to check your interior fuses here! Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Fix
leaky hoses. Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to common - top yours up today. Fix minor
oil leaks. Learn how to diagnose and fix minor oil leaks in your car. Check for a blown interior
fuse. See all videos for the Toyota Corolla. We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything This morning, my ac worked fine. On the way home from work, it stopped
working completely. I don't hear the compressor nor does the blower turn on. I checked all the
fuses and all are good. Any ideas what might be going on? GuruW39K7 answered 2 years ago. I
checked the fuse box under the hood. I only noticed two fuses which were labeled air condition
system in the book. Which relay should I check? I just checked all fuses, in and out of the car
just to be sure I didn't miss anything. I'm not sure what to check on the relays, so I just read
across the coil on all of them and got the same readings ohm wise. I even checked the relays
behind the console inside the car as I read there are relays there as well. The relays have to be
engaged to get a proper reading i think some auto stores may be able to check the relay. Could
the speed selector in the middle have anything to do with it as well? Ejjay answered 2 years
ago. Yea sorry for not following up. It ended up being that "speed selector" I suspected. It's

called a blower control switch. You can probably find one in a junk yard. Takes about 5 minutes
to install. Hope it works out for you. Bribri answered 2 years ago. I have the same problem. The
light is off also. So what exactly was the issue? GuruSV84L answered about a year ago.
Mlwebb5 answered about a year ago. I have a Corolla as well that has the same problem. It
worked one minute and then the next nothing. The AC light does not come on, the fan doesnt
cut on, the compressor doesnt cut on, heat doesnt work, and the heat doesnt work. What's
going on? Motaz answered about a year ago. GuruKD9GT answered about a year ago. Johnny
answered 5 months ago. My wife has a AC has been temperamental, sometimes it works,
sometimes it only blows on low even if knob is on high. Past two afternoons it doesn't start
working until 20 min into our 45 min commute home. I checked fuses a couple months ago
when problem happened first time and they were fine. Wondering if there's a shortage
somewhere? I checked all fuses and they are good. I have a Toyota Corolla 4 door. At the same
time the following stopped working: 1. It went off immediately after I hit the pothole then came
back on Blower stopped working. Used to hit the glove box and it would turn back on. Now it
wont do it anymore. If it turns on the ac and speed knob worked fine. I replaced the blower and
resistor. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Corolla question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Corolla
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. The manual is wrong, the cover plate at driver side kick plate is wrong and the
posters in Toyota Nation sixth generation Corolla are wrong. The passenger side kick plate at
door post has nothing but insulation behind it. No person seems to know what a "assist" plate
referenced on the driver side kick plate cover is. Hair pulling time again. Do you. Please let us
know what you find. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Located on the left side
of the engine compartment between the headlight and fuse block number two and behind the
battery on the inner fender. Item ten on the diagram. Image Click to enlarge. Thank you. I have
not rested from searching since pm. That relay position can likely have different functions in
different models. I have not found a single parts house statement that says what that relay is
for. The wiring diagram you shared does not apply to this car. So I keep searching. Thanks
guys. I did finally find all of the other relays, switches and fuses. With that done and all
checking good I established that the high pressure switch opened due to low R Followup with a
gauge confirmed it. The car is fully upgraded and restored otherwise. I printed all of your
offerings to put in the
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greenlee 767 parts diagram
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Corolla file. Thanks again. Not at all. I suspected that the R12 was leaking. The drive train and
all other systems have been fully restored. The diagrams are for the models with the most
gadgets. I have to take out the glove compartment to know for sure. The fewer gadgets the
better. Toyota of Irving told me that this model was made in Japan. That might explain its
uniqueness. You don't have to go looking for it. I gave you the wiring diagram that clearly
shows the amplifier in the circuit. It's mounted on top of the evaporator case. The drawing and
the schematic are for the luxury models with all the gadgets. My car is Base DX with no luxury
and gadgets so I cannot depend on those to be accurate. A schematic of my specific car will tell
me what I need to know. It does not have cruise control, electric door locks, air bags, etc. The
only electronics is the engine control. Please login or register to post a reply. Compressor
Replacement? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

